Knowing Ordinal Numbers

10 hungry birds are trying to catch some worms.

Bird A is in the first position.

Bird F is in the sixth position.

Bird J is last.

Bird D is between Bird C and Bird E.

Bird I is after Bird H.
1) Circle the 2nd shirt and cross out the last shirt.

![Shirts](image1)

2) Circle the fifth bottle and cross out the last bottle.

![Bottles](image2)

3) Circle the 3rd cup and cross out the 1st cup.

![Cups](image3)
As much as we would love to show you everything, we cannot be showing you the best. 😊

Do drop by any JustEdu centre to view the full set!
Position Words

Book  Pencil  Eraser  Scissors  Ruler  Pen

Do drop by our centre to view the full set of materials.
1) Match them correctly using a ruler and pencil.

(a) First  •  (b) Second  •  (c) Third  •  (d) Fourth  •  (e) Fifth  •
(f) Sixth  •  (g) Seventh  •  (h) Eighth  •  (i) Ninth  •  (j) Tenth  •

4th  •  5th  •  1st  •  2nd  •  3rd  •  9th  •  7th  •  10th  •  8th  •  6th
Do drop by our centre to view the full set of materials.
10) The diagram below shows Joel’s shelves. Study the diagram below and answer the following questions.

(a) Joel kept his soft toys on the ______ shelf.

(b) He leaves his ______ on the seventh shelf.

(c) His sister bought him some books. He should keep the new books on the ______ shelf.

(d) There is a ______ on the 1st shelf.

(e) He kept all his trophies on the ______ shelf.

(f) There is a ______ on the 4th shelf.
Question: What type of students are GOOD students?

Answer:

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)

Do drop by our centre to view the full set of materials.
12) Study the picture carefully and read the sentences. Colour the pictures accordingly.

Higher thinking order questions are given at the end of some worksheets to further expose students to more challenging questions.